http://www.kinbakutoday.com
Kinbaku Today publishes articles and image galleries related to the Japanese art of Erotic
Bondage, focusing on both traditional and modern style of kinbaku.
We are currently accepting articles and galleries in the following areas:
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General articles that examine any aspect of kinbaku particularly as it relates to other
cultural practices. This can include specific styles/ryus or overall descriptions of
Japanese rope. The main concern is that the article should be of interest to the general
readership.
Historical articles that focus on the tradition of kinbaku in relation to art, philosophy,
culture, or practices.
Translations of Japanese articles on kinbaku.
Interviews with artists, photographers, bakushi, or models who practice kinbaku.
Biographies of notable figures in the history of kinbaku.
Reviews of goods or products that relate to the practice of kinbaku.
Book reviews and notices of new publications.
Articles on particular ties or style of tying which can illuminate and define particular
aspects of kinbaku for a general readership.
How to articles and videos demonstrating technique or ties.
Opinion pieces that are designed to offer a particular perspective on the meaning of
kinbaku either from a personal perspective or as part of an individual journey.
Galleries of kinbaku photo sessions. Galleries should be 16 images between 700 and
1400 pixels on their longest side, in jpg format. Watermarks are acceptable. Each
gallery will be fully credited and provide a link to the artist’s site or profile.
Event galleries. 16 or 20 images from events that feature kinbaku.
Event reports, write ups, descriptions and galleries. Ideally, we would like to receive
5001500 word reviews of events with 57 images.

Our definition of kinbaku is erotic rope bondage that has a direct and identifiable relationship to a
traditional style of Japanese rope work. We are not interested in fusion styles or Japanese
“inspired” rope.
Please submit work to kinbakutoday@gmail.com.

